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a b s t r a c t 

The performance of fluidized bed reactors strongly depends on the bubble behavior, for which reason 

knowledge concerning the bubble properties is important for modeling and reactor optimization. X-ray 

measurements can be used to characterize bubbles within the cross-section of a fluidized bed on a labo- 

ratory scale, but cannot easily be extended to hot, pressurized large scale plants. For future measurements 

at hot conditions in a fluidized bed methanation reactor, we have developed an optical probing system 

that can be employed under these conditions. However, optical sensors are only able to investigate the 

local fluidization patterns at a defined position in the bed. The objective of this study is to characterize 

differences in bubble properties between local optical measurements and an X-ray tomography method 

that is able to detect bubbles over the entire cross-section. Therefore, an artificial optical signal is created 

out of existing hydrodynamic X-ray measurement data obtained at a cold flow model of a pilot scale 

methanation reactor. The determined bubble properties of both methods (i.e. evaluation of the derived 

artificial optical probe signal and image reconstruction based on the evaluation of original X-ray tomo- 

graphic data) are compared with regard to the bubble rise velocity and the bubble size (for the X-ray 

method) or pierced chord length (for the optical evaluation method), respectively. The comparison shows 

that for the evaluation of the optical probe data, statistical effects have to be considered carefully. The 

detected mean chord length of the optical method does not immediately correspond to the mean bubble 

size determined by the X-ray method. Moreover, also differences regarding the bubble rise velocity were 

detected for some fluidization states. The reason for the discrepancies between both methods could be 

identified and corrected, amongst others by means of a Monte Carlo simulation in which rising bubbles 

in a fluidized bed were simulated and characterized by a local virtual optical sensor. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

The hydrodynamics of a fluidized bed have to be understood for

a proper design and scale-up of fluidized bed reactors. For this pur-

pose, hydrodynamic properties like the bubble hold-up, the bub-

ble size or the bubble rise velocity (BRV) have to be measured.

A wide range of different measurement techniques are available.

Which ones are preferred, strongly depends on the application and

the required information that becomes accessible by the individ-

ual measurement techniques ( Asegehegn et al., 2011; Rautenbach

et al., 2013; van Ommen and Mudde, 2007; Verma et al., 2014 ).

The measurement techniques can be subdivided into intrusive and

non-intrusive methods. Optical sensors are often used as intru-
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ive probes since they are easy to construct, have a reasonable

rice and their application has already been proven for a long time

 Acosta-Iborra et al., 2011; Glicksman et al., 1987; Rüdisüli et al.,

012a; Whitehead et al., 1967 ). Due to their intrusive character,

t cannot be excluded that the flow pattern gets disturbed by the

ensor. To deal with this issue, the influence of intrusive probes

n the flow structure in fluidized bed systems is investigated in

ai et al. (2010) , Maurer et al. (2015a) , Tebianian et al. (2015,2016) ,

hitemarsh et al. (2016) . The possibility to design an optical sen-

or in a way that the flow structure is almost not influenced by

he intrusive character of the sensor is shown in Maurer (2015) ,

aurer et al. (2015a) , and Whitemarsh et al. (2016) . 

A significant drawback of optical probes is the fact that they

nly deliver local information of the fluidization state like the

ierced chord length of a bubble instead of the entire bubble di-

meter. Expensive, non-intrusive methods, such as X-ray or elec-

rical capacitance tomography, may provide information of the flu-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2018.03.002
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ijmulflow
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2018.03.002&domain=pdf
mailto:tilman.schildhauer@psi.ch
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2018.03.002
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dization state over the entire cross section and gather the bubble

iameter, the hydraulic bubble diameter and the position of the

enter of gravity ( Maurer et al., 2015a ). However, these measure-

ent methods cannot be easily implemented at industrial scale

 Liu et al., 2010 ). 

If heat has to be removed out of the reactor in the case of

xothermic reactions or to supply endothermic reactions with the

equired amount of heat, a heat transfer system which consists of

 vertical heat exchanger tubes has to be integrated inside the re-

ctor. For the case of hydrodynamic investigations of cold-flow flu-

dized beds, the vertical heat exchanger tubes are replaced by ver-

ical internals with the same geometry. Investigations on the influ-

nce of vertical heat exchanger tubes on the hydrodynamic behav-

or have already been conducted in ( Maurer et al., 2016,2015 b,c)

nd simulations based on a two fluid model in Verma et al. (2016) .

 new correlation for the bubble size and bubble rise velocity

hich considers the presence of vertical internals was published

n Maurer et al. (2016) . These studies have shown that vertical in-

ernals strongly influence the bubble properties. One of the main

ndings was the fact that the bubble shape deviates to a larger

xtent from a spherical shape if vertical internals are present com-

ared to a configuration without internals. 

If the geometry of the bubbles is known and can be de-

cribed mathematically, methods to convert the chord length dis-

ribution of the pierced bubbles into a bubble size distribution

f all bubbles exist in literature ( Clark and Turton, 1988; Rüdis-

li et al., 2012b; Santana and Macias-Machin, 20 0 0 ). Moreover,

obrino et al. (2015) showed for a two fluid model simulation of

 three-dimensional bubbling fluidized bed (BFB) without vertical

nternals that the pierced chord length distribution can be confi-

ently transferred into an equivalent bubble volume diameter dis-

ribution by means of mathematic methods. 

However, these methods are not suitable for systems in which

he bubble shape cannot be described by a simple mathematical

quation as it is the case for the investigated fluidized bed with

ertical internals. In the scope of this study, the relation between

he pierced chord length and the volume equivalent bubble diam-

ter based on experimental data is investigated for the first time. 

At the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), an intrusive optical mea-

urement system was developed to detect bubbles in a bubbling

uidized bed reactor under hot, pressurized and reactive condi-

ions for the case of a methanation reactor. It should be pointed

ut that no X-ray measurements will be available to measure the

ydrodynamics under these conditions. 

The measurement principle of an optical sensor is based on the

eflection of light by the bed material. Laser light is fed into the

ptical sensor which is composed of optical fibers. The light enters

he fluidized bed at the probe tip. For the case that no bubble is

n front of the probe tip, light is reflected to a large extent by the

hite bed material (Al 2 O 3 ). If there is a bubble in front of the sen-

or significantly less light is reflected. The amount of reflected light

s analyzed by a phototransistor that generates the voltage signal

hich is used for further evaluation. The measurement principle is

chematically depicted in Fig. 1 . 

The intention of the present study is to work out a methodol-

gy to describe the relation of the bubble properties that are deter-

ined by means of optical measurements to the bubble properties

hat are determined with X-ray measurements for a fluidized bed

ith vertical internals. Based on these results, future optical mea-

urements can be interpreted more precisely. In order to compare

he bubble properties determined by both methods, the data sets

f the X-ray measurements are used as basis to generate an arti-

cial optical signal. By generating a fictitious optical signal out of

-ray data, one can ensure that the data base for the evaluation of

he optical signal is identical to the data base that is used for the

valuation of the X-ray signal. A sequential performance of optical
nd X-ray measurements could not guarantee the condition of an-

lyzing the same fluidization state. A parallel performance of X-ray

easurements and optical measurements is not possible since the

ptical sensor which is made out of steel influences the X-ray sig-

al. Moreover, if we used a real optical probe for this comparison,

ther effects like the disturbance of the flow pattern by the opti-

al sensor could not be quantified. Hence, the generated artificial

ptical data set corresponds to the signal of a virtual and perfectly

orking optical sensor that is located at defined positions in the

olumn that has no influence on the actual flow structure. 

Systematic differences between both methods concerning the

etermined bubble size and the bubble rise velocity were detected

n the scope of this work. By applying the conclusions of this pa-

er, it is possible to assess future results of hydrodynamic mea-

urements in bubbling fluidized beds for which only intrusive op-

ical measurements are available. The underlying raw data sets of

-ray measurements which are used for this study are available as

art of a previous work in a cold-flow bubbling fluidized bed that

as been conducted in the scope of Maurer (2015) . In summary, it

an be stated that the explicit goal of this methodological paper is

o compare the optical evaluation method with the X-ray evalua-

ion method to determine the bubble properties with the particu-

arity that both data sets originate from the identical measurement

ampaign. A detailed hydrodynamic characterization of bubbling

uidized beds with vertical internals is shown in Maurer (2015) ,

aurer et al. (2016,2015b,2014) , Schillinger et al. (2017) and is

herefore not in the focus of this study. 

. Theoretical background of the two-phase model 

The classical approach to describe the behavior of a bubbling

uidized bed is the two phase model which is depicted in Fig. 2 .

he idea of this model is to separate the total gas flow entering the

olumn ( u ) into a part that flows through the bubble phase ( u bub . )

nd a part that flows through the dense phase ( u d ) ( Davidson and

arrison, 1966 ). The local bubble hold-up εB is calculated by the

rea that is covered by bubbles divided by the free cross-section of

he column. 

A more detailed theory was proposed by Grace and

lift (1974) who stated that the gas flow in the bubble phase

an be further divided into the superficial gas velocity through

he bubble phase ( v b ) which corresponds to the volume flow of

as that rises in the form of bubbles with regard to the entire

ross-section at one measurement height (see Eq. (1) ) and into a

ubble throughflow ( u tf ). A balance of the gas phase leads to Eq.

2) ( Gogolek and Grace, 1995 ). However, the bubble throughflow

s usually negligible. 

 b = 

˙ V b 

A 

(1) 

 = v b + ε b u t f + ( 1 − ε b ) u d (2) 

A dimensionless parameter ψ (see Eq. (3) ) was introduced in

illigardt and Werther (1985) to describe the deviation of the su-

erficial gas velocity through the bubble phase from the classical

wo-phase theory which states that the entire gas flow above the

inimum fluidization flows through the bed in the form of bub-

les. 

 b = ψ ·
(
u − u m f 

)
(3) 

The parameter ψ can be determined based on a correlation (see

q. (4) ) in dependence of the column diameter d t and the height

bove the distributor plate h for particles with Geldart B classifica-

ion. 

 = 

{ 

0 . 67 h/ d t < 1 . 7 

0 . 51 ·
√ 

h/ d t 1 . 7 < h/ d t < 4 

1 h/ d t > 4 

(4) 
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Fig. 1. Measurement principle of the optical sensor. 
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Combination of Eqs. (2) and (3) and the information given in

Fig. 2 leads to Eq. (5) which can be used to calculate the superficial

gas velocity through the dense phase. The bubble throughflow ( u tf )

is neglected. 

u d = 

u − ψ 

(
u − u m f 

)
1 − ε b 

(5)

3. Experimental setup 

The experiments were conducted in a cold flow model at am-

bient temperature and pressure. γ -Alumina in the range of Gel-

dart A/B ( Werther, 2007 ) with a Sauter mean diameter of 289 μm

and a particle density of 1350 kg/m 

3 was used as bed material. Gas

distribution was achieved by a porous sintered metal plate with a

thickness of 3 mm and a mean pore size of 10 μm since this type

can also be used at high temperatures and under pressure. The col-

umn was filled with bed material up to a height of 60 cm. The min-

imum fluidization velocity u mf which corresponds to superficial gas

velocity at which the bed begins to fluidize was determined to be

3 cm/s in Rüdisüli (2012) . The fluidization number u / u mf stands for

the ratio between the total gas velocity and the gas velocity at

incipient fluidization. Round, square-arranged internals are placed

inside the column with an inner diameter of 22.4 cm as depicted

in Fig. 3 (a). These internals mimic the heat exchanger tubes in the

investigated cold-flow model since they will be required for up-

coming experiments in a methanation reactor. The larger internal

tubes have a diameter of 2 cm, the smaller ones which are close to

the margin of the column have a diameter of 1 cm. 

Fig. 4 depicts a schematic drawing of the applied X-ray de-

vice for hydrodynamic measurements at the column. The appara-

tus is composed of three stationary X-ray sources. The measure-

ments were conducted at a X-ray energy of 150 keV and a cur-

rent of 1 mA. The detection of the X-ray beams takes places at two

heights with a vertical distance of 4 cm. At each height, three de-
ector sets are arranged in a circle around the column. Each de-

ector set consists of 32 detectors that are arranged side by side.

he average vertical distance between the X-ray beams reaching

he lower and the upper detector set is 18.2 mm (15.5 mm at the

nlet of the column and 21 mm at the outlet of the column). The

istance between the source and the column center was 714 mm.

he distance between the detector set and the column center was

32 mm. The signal strength of each measurement point is con-

erted into a path length occupied by air with a calibration factor

hat was determined by a seven point calibration. A detailed de-

cription of the experimental setup and the measuring device has

lready been given in Mudde (2011) . 

All X-ray measurements were conducted for 120 s with a fre-

uency of 2500 Hz. X-ray measurements were completed at flu-

dization numbers ( u / u mf ) of 3, 4 and 6 at two different bed lo-

ations of H = 36 cm and H = 56 cm. 

. Methodology 

.1. Determination of bubble properties based on the X-ray 

valuation algorithm 

The principle of the X-ray measurements is based on measuring

he attenuation of the X-ray beams through the bed material be-

ore they reach the single detector arrays. The attenuation which

s measured at each detector array is converted into a path length

ccupied by air for each detector array. The conversion factor be-

ween the attenuation and the path length occupied by air is based

n a 7-point calibration. A detailed description of the calibration

rocess is given in Maurer et al. (2015c) . 

The mathematical reconstruction of the fluidization state based

n the X-ray measurements is conducted with a simultaneous

lgebraic image reconstruction technique (SART) ( Andersen and

ak, 1984 ) that has already been applied to reconstruct images

or the same measurement setup in Maurer et al. (2015c) . The
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Fig. 2. Schematic view on the classical two-phase model. 
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resent measurement setup enables a resolution of 55 × 55 pixels

or the reconstructed images. Three exemplary reconstructed im-

ges of the non-threshold filtered fluidization state are given in

ig. 5 in which the location of bubbles is indicated by the grey

reas. 

The application of the SART algorithm enables a significant re-

uction of the salt and pepper noise with the drawback of a higher

omputational effort ( Mudde, 2011 ). Fig. 6 shows the raw signal

btained at one random pixel in the 55 × 55 pixel pattern in which

he bubble events can be clearly separated by the dense phase. 

Based on this resolution and the column diameter of 22.4 cm,

he dimension of a pixel is 0.4 cm x 0.4 cm. A variable pixel

ize cannot be implemented in the SART image reconstruction for

hich reason the position of the internals and the margin of the

olumn have to be approximated by pixels of the same size. In to-

al, internals with a diameter of 2 cm are approximated by 21 pix-
ig. 3. (a) Cross-section of the column, (b) exemplary reconstructed fluidization state dete

attern for generation of fictitious optical signal (with evaluation path along the centerlin
ls and internals with a diameter of 1 cm are approximated by 5

ixels in total (see Fig. 7 ). 

The round column lies centrically in the quadratic array of

5 × 55 pixels as depicted in Fig. 3 (c). It has to be mentioned that

he positioning of the square arranged internals is twisted by an

ngle of 4.9 ° towards the principal axis due to geometrical con-

traints in the measurement setup. To reduce the computational

ffort, the mean of ten succeeding measurement points was taken

esulting in an effective measurement frequency of 250 Hz. 

The output of the image reconstruction process is a matrix with

he size of [55 × 55 × 30,0 0 0] elements in each case for the upper

nd lower detector. The matrices include the information of the

olid fraction for each pixel as a grey scale between zero and one

or all of the 30,0 0 0 time increments at the certain measurement

eight. 

For the further data processing, the threshold of the solid frac-

ion was set to 75%, a value that has already been used for the

valuation of X-ray measurements in the scope of Maurer (2015) .

bove this value, the matrix element is assigned to the dense

hase, below the threshold it is assigned to the bubble phase. This

eads to a binary matrix filled with zeros and ones which includes

he complete information of the fluidization state during the mea-

urement period. An example picture of the reconstructed fluidiza-

ion state with a resolution of 55 × 55 pixels for a random moment

n time is shown in Fig. 3 (b). All white pixels (zeros) other than the

osition of the internals are related to the bubble phase; all black

ixels (ones) to the dense phase. The position of the internals as

ell as the area outside the column is set to zero per definition

nd excluded from locating bubbles in the evaluation algorithm.

t should be noted that the reconstructed fluidization state (see

ig. 3 (b)) is derived after applying a threshold filter to the grey-

cale images (see Fig. 5 ) in order to obtain a binary signal. Subse-

uently, the binary signal of the area inside the column in which

o internals are located is inverted. 

After applying the threshold, the bubble linking algorithm scans

he matrix of all connected structures for which the elements have

he value of zero (bubble phase). The outer shell of every indepen-

ent structure is assigned to a bubble. The shape of a bubble is

ot influenced by some elements inside which may be assigned to

he value of one (emulsion phase) since, for example, if particles

re present inside the bubble. The rise velocity of a bubble is cal-

ulated by the time span, the center of gravity needs to pass the

ower and upper detector array. 

By means of this procedure, the volume equivalent bubble di-

meter and the hydraulic bubble diameter can be determined. The

mallest bubble size that can be reconstructed by means of the

-ray evaluation method is influenced by the number of detector

rrays and the diameter of the investigated column. The relative
rmined by X-ray measurements with overlayed internals, (c) overlayed 55 × 55 pixel 

e of the column). 
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Fig. 4. Top view and side view of the X-ray tomographic setup adapted from ( Maurer et al., 2015c ). 

Fig. 5. Exemplary reconstructed and non-threshold filtered images of the fluidization state. 

Fig. 6. Signal of grey scale plotted over time for a random pixel in the 55 × 55 

patter. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Approximation of the internals’ location by pixels with a size of 

0.4 cm × 0.4 cm. 
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accuracy of the SART reconstruction algorithm to determine the

bubble size reduces towards smaller bubbles. For example, a bub-

ble with a diameter of 2 cm could be determined with a maximum
ccuracy of ± 25% and a bubble with a diameter of 10 cm could

e determined with a maximum accuracy of ± 5% in Maurer et al.

2015c) . The void fraction of smaller bubbles might be added to

he void fraction of larger bubbles in the bubble reconstruction for

hich reason the average void fraction over the cross-section of

he column is quite precise after the reconstruction algorithm has

eached convergence. 
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Fig. 8. Effect of filter application on signal for an exemplary time interval at the 

lower measurement plane for a fluidization number of 6 and a measurement height 

of 36 cm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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The image reconstruction based on the SART algorithm may

lso lead to artefacts that occur as apparent small bubbles since

nly three X-ray sources are used ( Mudde, 2010 ). The occurrence of

rtefacts could be reduced by the application of a five point X-ray

ource as investigated in Mudde et al. (2005) . To ensure that the

econstructed bubbles do not originate from an artefact, all bub-

les with a chord length smaller than 1.5 cm are excluded from

urther investigations. Although, it is evident that not every sin-

le bubble with a chord length smaller than 1.5 cm is the result

f an artefact, small bubbles are uncritical concerning the break-

hrough of reactants. One general purpose of this work is to feed a

wo-phase computer model with experimental data on the bubble

ehavior to predict the conversion of a bubbling fluidized bed re-

ctor. Neglecting smaller bubbles in a two-phase computer model

f a bubbling fluidized bed reactor decreases the calculated con-

ersion. Hence, the calculated conversion describes a worst case

cenario of a bubbling fluidized bed reactor without small bubbles.

xpectedly, the conversion of a real fluidized bed reactor should be

igher than the calculated conversion. 

Higher resolutions can be achieved by an increasing number of

etector arrays which also enables the detection of smaller bub-

les. First results generated by X-ray measurements at a plate de-

ector with a resolution of roughly 1500 × 1500 pixels in the ver-

ical direction are presented in Gomez-Hernandez et al. (2016) . A

urther installation of additional plate detectors would enable a di-

ect 3-dimensional imaging of the bubbles. An algorithm to eval-

ate the bubble properties resulting from 3-dimensional hydrody-

amic measurements is presented in Bakshi et al. (2016) . This algo-

ithm shows the advantage that bubbles can be tracked along their

rajectories and smaller bubbles are detected with an increased

ikelihood. 

.2. Determination of bubble properties based on the optical 

valuation algorithm 

The matrix obtained by the X-ray tomographic reconstruction

lgorithm (SART) is the basis to create an artificial optical signal.

he entire information on the fluidization state at the measure-

ent height is stored in this matrix. Therefore, tracking one po-

ition in the matrix over time corresponds to a perfectly working

irtual optical sensor which is inserted into the column without in-

uencing the flow structure. The optical signal sequence was sam-

led at each pixel along the evaluation path separately as shown

n Fig. 3 (c). 

To gain the bubble properties, it is necessary to evaluate both

he signal of the lower and upper measurement plane. The eval-

ation step to assign a signal peak of a bubble which is detected

t the lower sensor to the corresponding signal peak of the upper

ensor is named the bubble linking step. The average distance of

8.2 mm for the X-ray beams that reach the lower and upper de-

ector arrays is used as vertical distance �s in Eq. (6) . By means of

he time difference �t between the exceedance of the threshold at

he lower and the upper sensor, the bubble rise velocity u b can be

alculated according to Eq. (6) . Since the range of the vertical sep-

ration for X-ray beams that reach the lower and upper detector

rrays is between 15.4 mm and 21 mm (see Fig. 4 ), the uncertainty

oncerning the determined bubble rise velocity may be up to 18%

 b = 

�s 

�t 
(6) 

The chord length of a bubble is calculated as the product of u b 
nd the gapless time period below the threshold t b as shown in

q. (7) . 

 = u · t (7) 
chord b b 
A detailed procedure to characterize bubbles on the basis of op-

ical data is shown in Maurer (2015) , Rüdisüli et al. (2012a) . Fig. 8

hows an excerpt of a binary signal (thin black line) which was

cquired by placing the fictitious probe tip on a certain pixel of

he reconstructed X-ray signal and scanning its value over time.

sually, optical measurements do not provide a binary signal for

hich reason a threshold must be defined to determine when the

assage of a bubble starts and ends. The adjustment of a represen-

ative threshold for optical signals was investigated in the scope

f Rüdisüli et al. (2012a) . However, the generated fictitious optical

ignal is binary since the selected threshold of 0.75 was already

pplied during the reconstruction of the X-ray images. Again, the

alue of one is assigned to the emulsion phase; the value of zero

epresents a bubble. 

The excerpt shows several events of a signal rise back to the

alue of one for only a few time increments during a period of zero

alues. Hence, it might be assumed that this signal change shows

wo separate rising bubbles in a very short distance to each other.

owever, it should be considered that the measurement frequency

s 250 Hz so one time increment only covers four milliseconds. 

For comparable experimental conditions, a typical time gap be-

ween two bubbles that are detected by an optical sensor is in the

ange of one and two seconds which corresponds to bubble fre-

uency of 30–60 bubbles per minute depending on the fluidiza-

ion number and the measurement height ( Rüdisüli et al., 2012a ).

ence, it seems very unlikely that two bubbles follow each other

n a time period of only a few milliseconds without having co-

lesced before. It can therefore be assumed that a signal change

rom zero to one for a time period of only a few milliseconds be-

ongs to the same bubble. This signal change may be caused by

 locally higher particle concentration inside the bubble or due to

rtefacts that are generated in the bubble reconstruction process. 

Sudden changes of the signal for a few time increments like

hey are shown in Fig. 8 have a great influence on the bubble prop-

rties determined with the optical evaluation. They interrupt the

apless time period t b below the threshold and therefore lead to

uch shorter effective chord lengths. To obtain representative re-

ults, a filter has to be applied to smooth the misleading events

or which the signal switches its value from zero to one for only a

ew time increments. The filter can be adjusted by the maximum

umber of consecutive time increments that can be smoothed for

he case that the binary signal switches its value from zero to one.

ne time increment corresponds to a time period of 1/250 s. Sub-

equently, the maximum number of consecutive time increments

hat can be smoothed by the filter corresponds to the number in

rackets e.g. filter (5) or filter (10). In Fig. 8 , the thick yellow line

filter (5) ) and thick green line (filter (10)) show the effect of a fil-

er which is able to filter out sudden changes in the signal of up to
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Fig. 9. Data processing scheme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Characteristics of bubble linking for a filtered signal. 

Fig. 11. Influence of filter strength on annulus weighted (see Section 5.2 ) fraction 

of linked bubbles for a measurement height of 56 cm. 
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five or respectively ten increments of time. It should be mentioned

that the maximum time gap that can be filtered out with filter (10)

corresponds to 40 ms, hence, a too severe filtering is not expected.

A flow diagram that shows the single steps to generate an ar-

tificial optical signal out of the X-ray measurements is depicted in

Fig. 9 . The determined bubble properties by the optical and the

X-ray evaluation algorithm can now be compared and possible de-

viations of the bubble properties be discussed. 

5. Results and discussion 

In this chapter, the artificial optical signal is used to deter-

mine the bubble rise velocity and the pierced chord length at each

pixel along the evaluation path presented in Fig. 3 (c). The obtained

results are compared with available results from X-ray measure-

ments in order to elaborate and find the reasons for the differ-

ences in the determined bubble properties by both measurement

methods. The impact of filtering the fictitious optical data is eval-

uated and an annulus weighting of the bubble properties that are

determined by the fictitious optical signal is introduced in order to

obtain a statistically proper mean. 

5.1. Influence of filter application on optical data evaluation 

To link a bubble signal of the lower sensor to the corresponding

signal of the upper sensor, the threshold exceedance at both sen-

sors has to be within a defined number of time increments which

depends on the measurement frequency, the vertical distance of

the lower and upper optical sensor and the minimum detectable

bubble rise velocity. A detailed description of the bubble linking

algorithm is given in Rüdisüli et al. (2012a) . A representative ex-

cerpt of the binary artificial optical signal is shown in Fig. 10 in

which some characteristic linkable and non-linkable bubble events

are visible for a filtered signal. 

As discussed in the previous section, single sudden changes of

the signal have an influence on the bubble properties determined

by the optical evaluation method. In the following, filters of dif-

ferent strengths are compared with the original, unfiltered signal

to quantify the effect of the filter on the fraction and number of

linked bubbles as well as its influence on the mean chord length

and the mean bubble rise velocity. A description how the filter

works is given in the previous section. The evaluation of each pixel
long the centerline (see Fig. 3 (c)) provides the data basis for the

ptical evaluation that is presented in the subsequent figures. The

epicted points correspond to the mean value of all detected bub-

les along the evaluation path. 

The influence of the filter application on the fraction of linked

ubbles is shown in Fig. 11 . The fraction of linked bubbles is de-

ned by the total number of linked bubbles divided by the amount

f all threshold exceedances for the lower sensor. Hence, it de-

reases with an increasing number of sudden changes in the sig-
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Fig. 12. Influence of filter application on mean chord length (a) and mean bubble rise velocity (b) for different fluidization numbers at a measurement height of 56 cm. 
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Fig. 13. Schematic principle to weight the single optical measurement position to 

a mean value. 
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al of the lower sensor. This is due to the fact that in most cases,

udden changes appear in only one of the two signals, since, for

xample, a bubble shows a temporarily and partially high fraction

f dense material which is only detected by one of the two sen-

ors. By the use of a filter that scans a minimum of six successive

ime increments which corresponds to a time span of 24 ms at a

requency of 250 Hz, a fraction of at least 60% linked bubbles is

eached for all fluidization states. 

The increase can be attributed to the fact that some sudden

hanges of the signal as they are shown in Fig. 8 are filtered out.

ydrodynamic investigations on a bubbling fluidized bed with ver-

ical internals have shown that bubbles do not rise exactly in a

ertical line ( Schillinger et al., 2017 ). Due to bubbles rising with a

ateral movement component, it may happen that the same bubble

s not pierced by both the lower and the upper sensor. As a conse-

uence of rising bubbles with a lateral displacement, the fraction

f linked bubbles cannot reach 100%. 

The influence of the filter strength on the mean chord length

or a measurement height of 56 cm is shown in Fig. 12 (a). As ex-

ected, the mean chord length rises with the application of a filter.

f a filter is applied, the filter strength has a minor influence on the

hord length except for the highest fluidization number. This could

e explained by the fact that the signal duration of larger bubbles

s in general longer for which reason also longer time periods with

 signal rise from zero to one may occur. Hence, the longer sudden

ignal changes can only be flattened with a stronger filter. 

Fig. 12 (b) depicts the influence of the filter on the bubble rise

elocity. It becomes apparent that the effect of the filter on the

RV at lower fluidization numbers is in general not as pronounced

s it is the case for the chord length. This can be explained by

he fact that in general, the time difference between the bubble

etection at the lower and upper sensor which determines the BRV

s not influenced by the filter. However, for a fluidization number

f six, the application of a filter leads to a decrease of the BRV.

his implies that filtering out “wrongly” linked bubbles decreases

he determined bubble rise velocity since the bubble link of the

ltered signal is switched to the next event resulting in a lower

RV. 

.2. Weighting of data generated by optical evaluation method based 

n annulus area 

For local optical measurements, it should be noted that the re-

ult of a measurement position close to the center of the column

as a much lower contribution to the overall mean value (due to

he smaller area of the annulus that corresponds to the measure-

ent position) compared to measurement positions that are close

o the wall of the column (see Fig. 13 ). It is therefore necessary to
eight the single measurement points to get a reasonable mean

alue for the entire cross-section. 

The contribution of the determined mean bubble rise velocity

f every single measurement point (represented by the blue cir-

les in Fig. 14 ) to the mean weighted chord length of all measure-

ent positions (dashed blue line in Fig. 14 ) depends on the ratio

etween the area of the annulus where the measurement position

s located to the total cross-sectional area. Although the vertical in-

ernals disrupt the annulus uniformity, this method was selected to

eight the single measurement points since it fills out the entire

olumn. A weighting of the single measurement points by areas

f rectangular rings could not completely cover the circular cross-

ection of the column. As a first approximation, it is assumed that

he fraction of the area which is covered by internals is the same in

ach annulus. Larger deviations to this approximation apply to the

nnermost annuli. However, their contribution to the overall aver-

ge is negligible due to the small area of the innermost circular

ings. 

Since there are always two measurement positions in one an-

ulus, the average of both measurement positions is relevant for

he calculation of the mean value over the entire cross-section. For

xample, to determine the contribution of the third innermost an-

ulus in Fig. 13 to the mean value, the average of the measurement

ositions C 1 and C 2 is calculated and in the next step weighted

y the area of annulus “C” relative to the total cross-section. The

rinciple of the “annulus” weighting is applied in Sections 5.3 and

.4 for the optical evaluation method to calculate the mean BRV

nd the mean chord length depicted in Figs. 14 and 18 . For the in-

estigated system with a resolution of 55 × 55 pixels, the weight-

ng is conducted over 27 circular rings. Unlike the data analysis

ith an artificial optical signal, the X-ray method directly provides

ubble properties for the entire cross section of the bubbling flu-

dized bed for which reason an annulus weighting is inappropriate.
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Fig. 14. Mean BRV from X-ray evaluation (solid line) and mean annulus weighted BRV from optical evaluation (dashed lines). Each radial measurement point matches with 

the mean BRV of the corresponding pixel on the evaluation path in Fig. 3 (c). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 
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5.3. Comparison of bubble rise velocity between optical and X-ray 

evaluation method 

If the shape of a bubble does not change between the lower and

upper detector array, it is expected that both the X-ray evaluation

method as well as the evaluation by means of the artificial opti-

cal signal result in the same bubble rise velocity. This hypothesis

is based on the fact that the time difference �t which is used to

calculate the bubble rise velocity is the same, irrespective whether

the beginning of the bubble (optical evaluation) or the center of

gravity (X-ray evaluation) is taken as reference point (see Eq. (6) ).

However, it turned out that statistical effects have to be considered

carefully if X-ray results are compared with results from optical

measurements as it will be shown in this section. 

For a measurement height of 56 cm and fluidization numbers

of three and six, Fig. 14 shows the BRV calculated on basis of the

filtered and unfiltered optical signal in dependence of the radial

measurement positions along the evaluation path (see Fig. 3 (c)).

Furthermore, the mean annulus weighted BRV of the optical eval-

uation and the mean BRV of the X-ray evaluation are depicted.

To obtain comparable results, the BRV which is based on the X-

ray evaluation only includes the vertical velocity component since

the fictitious optical sensor cannot detect the lateral velocity com-

ponent of rising bubbles. For a fluidization number of three, the

mean bubble rise velocity of the optical filtered signal almost cor-

responds to the mean bubble rise velocity determined by the X-ray

evaluation. For a fluidization number of six, it is notable that the

X-ray evaluation results in a higher mean BRV compared to the op-

tical evaluation of the data. As mentioned above, a significant dif-

ference between the mean velocities determined by both methods

was not expected for which reason the interpretation of the data

is challenging. 

An explanation for possible discrepancies could be the fact that

bubbles of various sizes may have a different mean bubble rise ve-
ocity depending on the fluidization number u / u mf and the mea-

urement height. Fig. 15 (a) shows the number of bubbles classified

y their volume equivalent bubble diameter ( d b.vol.eq . ) and their

ubble rise velocity determined by the X-ray evaluation method

or a measurement height of 56 cm and a fluidization number of

hree. Fig. 15 (e) shows the mean horizontal cross-sectional area of

he bubbles in the corresponding size interval of the volume equiv-

lent diameter. The larger the bubbles are extended into the hor-

zontal directions, the more likely they are pierced by an optical

ensor. Fig. 15 (g) shows the probability of a pierced bubble to lie

ithin a certain interval of the volume equivalent diameter. The

robability is calculated as the product of the mean cross-section

nd the number of bubbles in the corresponding size interval of

he volume equivalent diameter divided by the absolute number

f detected bubbles. 

For a measurement height of 56 cm and a fluidization number

f three, the BRV determined by the optical evaluation method

lmost corresponds to the BRV determined by the X-ray evalua-

ion method as presented in Fig. 14 (a) since the mean BRV (see

ig. 15 (c)) in the size intervals with a high piercing probability (see

ig. 15 (g)) does not vary to a large extent. 

However, for a measurement height of 56 cm and a fluidization

umber of six, the optical evaluation resulted in a lower BRV com-

ared to the X-ray evaluation (see Fig. 14 (b)). This finding can not

nly been explained by the results shown in Fig. 15 (b) and (d)

ince the number based mean BRV in each interval is not signif-

cantly below the number based mean BRV of all bubbles. Hence

he question arises how the optical measurement method can re-

ult in a lower bubble rise velocity compared to the X-ray method?

n order to find an explanation, the relation between the probabil-

ty to pierce a bubble in a certain size interval and the correspond-

ng bubble rise velocity has to be investigated. 

Since the larger bubbles are more likely to be pierced by an op-

ical sensor (see Fig. 15 (h)), the lower mean BRV of bubbles with
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Fig. 15. Classification of the number of bubbles by their volume equivalent diameter and their velocity (color) based on the X-ray evaluation method at a height of 56 cm 

for fluidization numbers of three and six. 
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 larger size shows a disproportionately high contribution to the

ean BRV determined by the optical sensor. Hence, the optical

valuation may result in a lower mean BRV than the X-ray evalua-

ion for a measurement height of 56 cm and a fluidization number

f six. 

This discrepancy can be further explained by a scatter plot

f the bubble rise velocity and the mean cross-section of each

etected bubble shown in Fig. 16 for a fluidization number of

ix and a measurement height of 56 cm. The cross-section is de-

ned by a horizontal cut through the bubbles. The bubbles with

 high BRV tend to have a lower cross-sectional area and there-

ore a lower probability to be pierced. Inversely, bubbles with a
arge cross-sectional area (high piercing probability) tend to show

 lower BRV. Hence, it can be explained why the optical measure-

ent method leads to a lower number based mean bubble rise ve-

ocity compared to the X-ray evaluation method (see Fig. 14 (b)).

he trend towards lower bubble rise velocities for bubbles with a

arger horizontal cross-sectional area could be explained by their

ncreased flow resistance compared to slender bubbles that have

o push aside less bed material while ascending. 

For future measurement campaigns that are based only on lo-

al optical measurements, it should be considered for which set-

ings the determined bubble rise velocity has to be corrected. As

 general trend towards higher fluidization numbers, it turned out
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Fig. 16. Scatter plot of BRV and the corresponding mean cross-sectional area for all 

detected bubbles at a measurement height of 56 cm and a fluidization number of 

six. 

Fig. 17. Ratio of bubble rise velocity determined by optical evaluation method to 

X-ray evaluation method for measurement heights of 36 cm and 56 cm and fluidiza- 

tion numbers of 3, 4 and 6. 
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that the bubble rise velocity determined by the optical evaluation

is lower than the rise velocity of all bubbles that is measured by

the X-ray evaluation as depicted in Fig. 17 which shows the ratio

of the mean bubble rise velocity determined by both evaluation

methods. This is most probably due to the fact that the number of

slugs increases towards higher fluidization number with the con-

sequence that the slugs which have a large cross-sectional area in

the horizontal direction and at the same time a low bubble rise ve-

locity are pierced more likely. Fig. 17 can be used as an assistance

to correct the bubble rise velocity of future optical measurements

in a column with vertical internals for similar configurations. 

5.4. Comparison of the bubble size between optical and X-ray 

evaluation method 

Fig. 18 shows the chord length of the optical evaluation with

and without application of a filter for all pixels along the evalu-

ation path (see Fig. 3 (c)) at a measurement height of 56 cm and

fluidization numbers of four and six. It emerges that the chord

length at any single pixel is smaller than the mean volume equiv-

alent bubble size of the X-ray evaluation. In general, the annulus

weighted chord length is up to 25% smaller than the mean volume
quivalent bubble size determined by the X-ray evaluation. At first

lance, this finding seems not to be in accordance with the results

hat are presented in the study of Rüdisüli et al. (2012b) which

tated that the mean chord length almost corresponds to the mean

ubble diameter for the case of spherical bubbles since the error of

iercing larger bubbles is compensated by the fact that a bubble is

ften not pierced close to its volume equivalent diameter. 

However, for the present study, there may be different expla-

ations for this apparent discrepancy to the results presented in

he scope of Rüdisüli et al. (2012b) . Due to the evaluation along

he centerline as shown in Fig. 3 (c), the same bubble is pierced at

everal radial positions by the fictitious optical probe as visualized

chematically for a spherical bubble in Fig. 19 . Therefore, the ficti-

ious optical sensor does not pierce a lot of bubbles next to their

olume equivalent diameter but rather apart from their centerline

esulting in a lower mean chord length compared to the actual

olume equivalent bubble diameter which is determined by the X-

ay method. The statistical mean expectation value for the chord

ength of a randomly pierced bubble at various positions is 2/3 of

he bubble diameter if the bubble has a perfectly round shape. This

alue is based on the ratio between the volume of a sphere to its

rojected area ( Sjöstrand, 2003 ). 

In Fig. 20 , the determined chord length distribution for the ar-

ificial optical signal along the centerline of the column is com-

ared with the distribution of the volume equivalent diameter over

he entire cross-section at a measurement height of 56 cm for flu-

dization numbers of four and six. The volume equivalent diameter

istribution for a fluidization number of six (see Fig. 20 (b)) shows

 second peak at a diameter between 10 and 17 cm, whereas, no

econd peak is detectable for the same distribution at a fluidiza-

ion number of four as depicted in Fig. 20 (a). For both fluidization

umbers, the chord length distribution decreases monotonically to-

ards larger sizes. 

The different shape of the chord length distribution and the

ubble volume equivalent diameter distribution for a fluidization

umber of six (see Fig. 20 (b)) can be explained due to the forma-

ion of slugs which are visible in Fig. 21 (b). The presented bubble

mages are a quasi-3-dimensional reconstruction of the fluidiza-

ion state since the vertical axis corresponds to the time. Bubbles

ising with the mean bubble rise velocity are neither elongated

or shrunken in this illustration. However, bubbles that are slower

han the mean rise velocity appear as apparently elongated in the

ertical direction in the graphical presentation of the fluidization

tate depicted in Fig. 21 , although, their actual shape is much flat-

er. An apparent elongation especially applies to slugs since they

re slower than the mean bubble rise velocity (see. Fig. 15 (b) and

d)) for which reason some bubbles presented in Fig. 21 (b) seem

o be elongated in the vertical direction. 

A slug that covers the majority of the cross-section exhibits a

igh volume that is determined with the X-ray evaluation, and

herefore results in a large volume equivalent diameter. Conversely,

iercing a slug that is shrunk in the vertical direction with the fic-

itious optical sensor does not necessarily lead to a large chord

ength, for which reason there is no second peak in the chord

ength distribution. For a fluidization number of three, the bubbles

re significantly smaller as depicted in Fig. 21 (a). Hence, no fur-

her peak for bubbles with a size between 13 and 19 cm is present

or the volume equivalent diameter distribution. For the reasons

entioned above, great caution should be exercised in draw-

ng conclusions on bubble properties if the bubble size is deter-

ined with different measurement respectively evaluation meth-

ds. Hence, statistical methods like a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation

ould be an option to reveal the reasons for the discrepancy in the

ubble properties derived by the optical and the X-ray evaluation

ethod. 
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Fig. 18. Mean bubble size from X-ray evaluation (green dashed line) and mean annulus weighted chord lengths from optical evaluation (red and blue dashed lines). Each 

radial measurement point matches with the mean chord length of the corresponding pixel on the evaluation path in Fig. 3 (c). (For interpretation of the references to color 

in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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. Monte Carlo simulation 

In this section, the results of a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation

re presented in order to investigate the question: “Which chord

ength distribution does a perfectly working local optical sensor

etermine compared to the volume equivalent diameter of all bub-

les in the column?” Moreover, the MC-simulation is used to iden-

ify the reasons for the gap between the bubble properties derived

y the optical and the X-ray evaluation method. The procedure and

he results of the MC-simulation are described in the following

ections. 

Rising bubbles in a fluidized bed are simulated with the aim

o generate an undisturbed signal of an artificial local optical sen-

or. This signal is used to determine the bubble properties with
he standard algorithm to evaluate an optical signal ( Rüdisüli et al.,

012a ). The derived bubble properties are compared to the proper-

ies of all bubbles that were generated in the Monte Carlo simula-

ion. 

.1. Principle and procedure of the Monte Carlo simulation 

Fig. 22 shows the schematic procedure of the conducted Monte

arlo simulation. In the first step, a logarithmic normal distribution

s fitted both on the bubble rise velocity and the volume equivalent

ubble diameter distribution of the bubbles that were determined

y X-ray measurements in the scope of Maurer (2015) . The distri-

utions were fitted for all six combinations between the measure-

ent heights of 36 and 56 cm and the fluidization numbers of 3,
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Fig. 19. Visualization of mean chord length for a bubble pierced at various positions 

by the fictitious optical sensor and the volume equivalent bubble diameter (X-ray 

method). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 21. Reconstructed bubbles at H = 56 cm for fluidization numbers of 3 and 6 

based on X-ray measurements. 
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4 and 6. Hence, each run of the Monte Carlo simulation was con-

ducted separately based on the corresponding random parameters

for the simulated measurement height and fluidization number. 

In a bubbling fluidized bed with vertical internals, the bub-

bles may be restricted in their shape due to the presence of in-

ternals in the column. This leads to a broad spectrum for the

shape of the bubbles as pointed out in Maurer et al. (2015b) ,

Schillinger et al. (2017) . An exemplary excerpt of the reconstructed

bubbles is depicted in Fig. 23 which shows that the bubble shape

can be manifold. Hence, in the scope of the Monte Carlo simu-

lation, the geometry of the bubbles has to be approximated by

a shape that may cover the broad range of possible shapes that

are present in a real bubbling fluidized bed. Ellipsoidal bubbles

were chosen since their geometry can be described mathematically

and their shape is most likely representing bubbles in a fluidized

bed with vertical internals. The bubble ellipsoids were defined by

the diameter d 1 in both horizontal directions of the simulated col-

umn and the independent diameter d 2 into the vertical direction of

the column Due to the independent determination of the random

numbers for the vertical and horizontal diameters of the bubble,

the ellipsoidal bubble shape may be pronounced to a greater or

lesser extent. Next to the simulation of ellipsoidal bubbles, a sepa-
Fig. 20. Histograms of the chord length distribution for the filtered artificial optical signa

evaluation at H = 56 cm and u/u mf = 4 and 6. 
ate Monte Carlo simulation was conducted for perfectly spherical

ubbles which should represent the theoretical case. 

In total, the rise of 50 0 0 individual bubbles with a frequency of

0 bubbles per second was simulated for each setting. The starting

oint of a bubble was selected randomly across the cross-section

f the column. After a bubble is generated at the bottom of the

imulated column, the velocity and the size of this bubble stayed

onstant along the height of the column. The simulated column

as a diameter of 22 cm and a resolution of 5 pixels per cm in all

imensions. 

The volume of a rising bubble in the simulation is described

y the value of one, whereas, the cells where no bubble is located

ave the value of zero. The fictitious sensor samples the value of

he cell that is located in the center of the column at heights of 15

nd 16 cm. If a bubble reaches the cells where the sampling takes

lace, the value of this cell changes from zero to one as long as

he bubble is present in the corresponding cell. 
l and the volume equivalent diameter (above the entire cross-section) for the X-ray 
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Fig. 22. Schematic procedure of the Monte Carlo simulation. 

Fig. 23. Quasi 3-dimensional reconstruction of the bubble shape for a fluidization 

number of 3 at a measurement height of 36 cm by means of X-ray measurements. 

The vertical internals are not visualized. Picture adapted from ( Maurer, 2015 ). 
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Table. 1 

Factor X to correct the mean chord length for ellipsoidal shaped 

bubbles. 

Height [cm] 36 36 36 56 56 56 

u/u mf [-] 3 4 6 3 4 6 

X = 

d̄ Chord,optical 

d̄ Vol.eq.,input 

0.73 0.7 0.71 0.73 0.77 0.74 
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In the next step, the chord length and the bubble rise veloc-

ty are determined by means of the optical evaluation algorithm.

hese properties can now be compared to the properties of all

ubbles that were generated in the scope of the simulation. 

.2. Results of MC-simulation for spherical bubbles 

For spherical bubbles, Fig. 24 shows the bubble size and the

ubble rise velocity distribution of all simulated bubbles (input)

ompared to the distributions determined by the optical evalua-

ion. The results for the spherical bubbles are in good accordance

ith the work of Rüdisüli et al. (2012b) who stated that the mean

hord length determined by an optical sensor roughly corresponds

o the mean diameter of the underlying bubble size distribution.

his is due to the fact that a local optical sensor pierces more likely

arger bubbles compared to smaller bubbles, whereas, the bubbles

re often not pierced with a chord length that is close to the diam-

ter. However, the work of Rüdisüli et al. has focused on the sim-

lation of smaller bubbles for which reason there might be slight

eviations to the present work. As expected, the BRV distribution

etermined by the optical evaluation corresponds almost exactly to

he BRV distribution of all simulated bubbles. 

.3. Results of MC-simulation for ellipsoidal bubbles 

For bubbles with an ellipsoidal geometry, Fig. 25 (a) presents the

istribution of the volume equivalent diameter for all simulated

ubbles compared to the chord length distribution determined by

he local optical measurement. In contrast to the simulation of

pherical bubbles, it turns out that the chord length distribution

s shifted towards a smaller size compared to the volume equiva-

ent diameter distribution of all simulated bubbles. This results in

 mean chord length which is roughly 25% smaller than the mean

nput diameter of all bubbles. 

The emerging gap between the mean chord length and the

ean volume equivalent bubble diameter may be explained by

he ellipsoidal bubble geometry. If the bubble diameter d 1 in the

orizontal direction is larger than the diameter d 2 in the vertical

irection, the pierced chord length of an ellipsoidal shaped bub-

le is smaller than the volume equivalent diameter of the corre-
ponding bubble. On the other hand, if an ellipsoid is elongated

n the z -direction, the chord length may be larger than the vol-

me equivalent diameter. However, bubbles of a certain volume V

hat are elongated in the horizontal direction are more likely to be

ierced than bubbles of the same volume V that are elongated in

he vertical direction. The different piercing probabilities of hori-

ontally and vertically elongated bubbles explain the gap between

he mean chord length of the optical evaluation to the mean vol-

me equivalent diameter that are both marked in Fig. 25 (a). 

Fig. 25 (b) shows the bubble rise velocity distribution for the in-

ut and the optical evaluation. As expected, the bubble rise veloc-

ty distribution that is determined by the optical sensor is almost

dentical to the BRV distribution of all simulated bubbles. 

Based on the results of the Monte Carlo simulation, a factor X

s defined that describes the ratio between the mean chord length

etermined by an optical sensor and the mean volume equivalent

iameter of all bubbles with an ellipsoidal geometry. The deter-

ined factors are given in Table 1 for all investigated settings. This

actor may now be applied to correct the chord length which is

enerated by the fictitious optical signal based on the X-ray mea-

urements (see Fig. 18 ) as well as the chord length of upcoming

ptical measurements under the assumption that the bubbles can

e regarded as ellipsoids in a first approximation. 

.4. Correction of the mean chord length 

In this section, the results of the Monte Carlo simulation are

pplied to correct the mean chord length that is calculated based

n a fictitious optical signal which generated on the basis of X-ray

easurements. The uncorrected mean chord lengths have already

een presented in Section 5.4 . Fig. 26 depicts the mean corrected

hord length based on the factors shown in Table 1 for each mea-

urement position along the evaluation path and the mean volume

quivalent bubble diameter determined by the X-ray evaluation.

or a measurement height of 36 cm, the gap between the mean

ubble sizes which are determined by both evaluation methods

ould be reduced significantly in comparison to the uncorrected

hord lengths (see Fig. 18 ). For a measurement height of 56 cm,

he mean chord length overestimates the mean volume equivalent

ubble diameter by a maximum of 15 −20%. However, with regard

o the application of the factor, it should be mentioned that the

orrection factor is based on a Monte Carlo simulation of perfectly

llipsoidal shaped bubbles. This shape was selected since the ge-

metry can be described mathematically and since this geome-

ry can be regarded as a first approximation for the actual bubble

hape in a fluidized bed with vertical internals. More specific cor-

ection factors could be derived by simulating a bubbling fluidized

ed with vertical internals in the scope of computational fluid dy-

amic studies. Hence, a transfer of these findings to other bubble
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Fig. 24. Comparison of diameter (a) and bubble rise velocity (b) distribution for the input into the MC-simulation with the results generated by the optical evaluation for 

spherical bubbles. 

Fig. 25. Comparison of diameter vs. chord length (a) and bubble rise velocity (b) distribution for the input into the MC-simulation with the results generated by the optical 

evaluation for ellipsoidal bubbles. 
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shapes that may appear in a BFB with a different column design

cannot be conducted without further investigations. 

7. Conclusions 

Optical measurements are commonly used to determine the hy-

drodynamics in different kinds of bubbling fluidized beds ( van Om-

men and Mudde, 2007 ). It could be shown that the bubble prop-

erties which are obtained by local optical measurements have to

be considered cautiously due to statistical effects. This conclusion

is not only limited to the geometry that was investigated in the

scope of this study, but should be taken into account for the inter-

pretation of any kind of data sets that are based on optical probes.

Explicit intention of this work was not to describe the hydro-

dynamic behavior of a bubbling fluidized bed as it is conducted in

Maurer et al. (2015b,c) and Schillinger et al. (2017) , but, to point

out possible differences concerning the determined bubble prop-

erties between the evaluation method of an X-ray signal and an

optical signal. 
This investigation was conducted since in large scale fluidized

ed reactors at hot and reactive conditions, it is not always pos-

ible to perform X-ray measurements that provide information of

he fluidization state over the entire cross section. At PSI, an opti-

al sensor was developed in order to enable hydrodynamic mea-

urements in a bubbling fluidized bed reactor under these con-

itions. Optical probing is a comparatively easy method to exam-

ne the local state of fluidization. However, optical measurements

ave the drawback that only the chord length and not the vol-

me equivalent diameter of the bubbles are accessible since this

ethod is limited to a certain position in the column. Hence, eval-

ating the difference between both methods is inevitable to judge

uture measurements with a local optical sensor. To achieve a di-

ect comparison between the results obtained by both evaluation

ethods, existing hydrodynamic X-ray measurements on a bub-

ling fluidized bed with vertical internals were for the first time

sed as source to generate an artificial optical signal at defined po-

itions in the column. 

Concerning the bubble rise velocity, it turned out that for larger

uidization numbers, the mean BRV that is determined by the op-
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Fig. 26. Corrected mean chord lengths by results of MC simulation in comparison to bubble size determined by X-ray evaluation for H = 56 cm and fluidization numbers of 

4 and 6. 
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ical evaluation method tends to be smaller than the BRV which is

btained by the X-ray evaluation method. This discrepancy could

e explained by the fact that bubbles with a larger horizontal

ross-sectional area show a tendency to rise with a slower mean

RV compared to bubbles with a smaller cross-sectional area.

ence, the higher probability to pierce these larger bubbles with

n optical sensor reflects in the lower number based mean rise ve-

ocity that is determined by this method. The mean bubble rise ve-

ocity of future measurement campaigns with local, optical sensors

an now be corrected by a factor (see Fig. 17 ) that describes the ra-

io between the mean BRV determined by local measurements to

he mean BRV determined by measurements over the entire cross-

ection (X-ray). It should be pointed out that this factor is only

alid in the scope of the investigated settings for beds with ver-

ical internals concerning the fluidization numbers and measure-

ent heights for which it can be applied to correct the bubble rise

elocity at reactive conditions. 

Several independent facts have to be considered in order to ex-

lain the finding that the mean chord length resulting from the

ptical evaluation is smaller than the mean volume equivalent di-

meter resulting from the X-ray evaluation. The analysis of the flu-

dization state by the fictitious optical probe along the entire di-

meter of the column has the effect that the same bubble may

e pierced at several radial positions. For the case of spherical
ubbles, this leads to a mean chord length which is smaller than

he mean volume equivalent diameter determined by the X-ray

ethod. In case of a sufficiently high fluidization number, the for-

ation of slugs that cover the entire cross-section may be a further

eason why the mean chord length is smaller than the mean vol-

me equivalent diameter. This is due to the fact that the pierced

hord length of a slug is often significantly smaller than the corre-

ponding volume equivalent diameter. 

In order to investigate the relation between the mean chord

ength which is determined by a locally limited optical sensor and

he mean bubble size of all simulated bubbles, a Monte Carlo sim-

lation of rising bubbles was conducted. The simulation was per-

ormed both for bubbles with a spherical and an ellipsoidal geome-

ry since the bubble shape in a fluidized bed with vertical internals

an be regarded as ellipsoidal as a first approximation. It turned

ut that the mean chord length that is determined by the opti-

al evaluation in the MC-simulation is in general smaller than the

ean volume equivalent diameter of all simulated bubbles with

n ellipsoidal shape. Based on these results, a factor was intro-

uced which describes the ratio between the mean chord length

f the optical evaluation and the mean volume equivalent diame-

er of all bubbles for the case of an ideal ellipsoidal geometry. The

ean chord length increases if the factor is applied on the results

f the optical measurements. For the most settings, the relative
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deviation between both values could be reduced, although, after

application of the factor, the mean chord length slightly overesti-

mates the mean volume equivalent bubble diameter. Hence, cor-

recting the mean chord length determined in future optical mea-

surement campaigns by the factors presented in Table 1 is useful

in terms of reducing the maximum error of local measurements. 

In general, the knowledge obtained within the scope of this

study allows a judgement and correction of the bubble proper-

ties resulting from future measurement campaigns at bubbling flu-

idized bed reactors under hot and pressurized conditions for which

only optical probes will be available. 
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